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Abstract
Distributed deep neural network training (DT) systems are
widely deployed in clusters where the network is shared across
multiple tenants, i.e., multiple DT jobs. Each DT job computes
and aggregates gradients. Recent advances in hardware accel-
erators have shifted the the performance bottleneck of training
from computation to communication. To speed up DT jobs’
communication, we propose ATP, a service for in-network ag-
gregation aimed at modern multi-rack, multi-job DT settings.
ATP uses emerging programmable switch hardware to support
in-network aggregation at multiple rack switches in a cluster
to speedup DT jobs. ATP performs decentralized, dynamic,
best-effort aggregation, enables efficient and equitable shar-
ing of limited switch resources across simultaneously running
DT jobs, and gracefully accommodates heavy contention for
switch resources. ATP outperforms existing systems accel-
erating training throughput by up to 38% - 66% in a cluster
shared by multiple DT jobs.

1 Introduction
Traditional network design relied on the end-to-end princi-
ple to guide functionality placement, leaving only common
needs implemented within the network, primarily routing and
forwarding. However, datacenter networks and workloads
have evolved, and there is a strong case to support common
application functionality within the network [22, 41, 71].

Deep Neural Networks (DNN) are emerging as a critical
component of more and more enterprise applications such as
computer vision [33], natural language processing [26, 67],
databases [65], compilers [66], systems [68], and network-
ing [54]. These applications all require distributed DNN train-
ing (DT) to iteratively train better DNNs for improved predic-
tion performance. Enterprises typically run DT on multi-rack
clusters [12] shared by other applications. Each DT job has
several workers and parameter servers (PS) spread across
several machines. Workers compute gradients and send these
gradients to the PS(s) over the network for aggregation. Gradi-
ent aggregation, which combines partial results from multiple
workers and returns a single aggregated result, is commonly
used in DT, and contributes substantially to overall training
time [48]. Recent advances in special hardware [6, 12] have
shifted the performance bottleneck of distributed training
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from computation to communication [48, 56]: VGG16 train-
ing can be 4X faster without network communication [56].

Further, datacenter networks are becoming feature-rich
with the introduction of new classes of programmable net-
work devices such as programmable switches (e.g., Intel’s
FlexPipe [8], Cavium’s XPliant [13], Barefoot Tofino [4])
and network accelerators (e.g., Cavium’s OCTEON and
LiquidIO products [9], Netronome’s NFP-6000 [10], and
FlexNIC [43]). Together, they offer in-transit packet process-
ing and in-network state that can be used for application-level
stateful computation as data flows through the network.

Current DT stacks implement gradient aggregation purely
in the application. However, the emergence of DT as a com-
mon application and its reliance on gradient aggregation, as
well as the emergence of application-level stateful computa-
tion as a network feature, suggests an opportunity to reduce
training time by moving gradient aggregation inside the net-
work. This reduces network bandwidth consumption from
workers to the PS(s). For both single DT and multiple DT
jobs (i.e., multi-tenant settings) this bandwidth allows pushing
more gradients through the network, and increases the total
throughput of gradient flows thereby reducing training times.

Recent proposals show the initial promise of such in-
network aggregation: e.g., SwitchML [56] increases training
throughput for VGG16 by 2X via in-network aggregation on a
programmable top-of-rack switch. However, the general prob-
lem of making aggregation a true in-network service to be
leveraged by multiple DT tenants in a multi-rack/multi-switch
cluster has not received systematic attention. Realizing such
a service calls for mechanisms to share limited multi-switch
aggregation resources across multiple tenants.

The key goal of our work is to speed up multiple DT jobs
running simultaneously in a cluster by maximizing the bene-
fits from in-network multi-switch aggregation, and distribut-
ing these benefits across multiple DT jobs in an equitable
manner. To do so, we propose a new network service for
multi-rack clusters called Aggregation Transmission Proto-
col, i.e., ATP. ATP supports dynamic aggregation at rack
switches. DT jobs go through ‘on’ and ‘off’ gradient aggre-
gation phases, and ATP uses decentralized mechanisms to
ensure that switch resources used by a DT job entering its off
phase can be dynamically reused by a DT job in its on phase.
ATP supports best-effort aggregation. This enables DT jobs
to gracefully fall back to end-host aggregation under heavy
contention from many tenants without extra overhead.
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ATP chunks gradients for each DT job into fixed size frag-
ments that we refer to as gradient fragment packets and par-
titions programmable switch resources into the same fixed
size fragments called aggregators. As these gradient fragment
packets flow through the network, ATP opportunistically ag-
gregates them by accumulating results at the earliest available
programmable switch, or in the worst-case at the PS end-host.

ATP proposes a decentralized aggregator allocation mecha-
nism that supports aggregation at line rate for multiple jobs
by dynamically allocating free aggregators when gradient
fragment packets arrive at a switch. A key issue with an in-
network aggregation service is that traditional end-to-end
protocols do not work when gradient fragment packets are
consumed in the network due to aggregation, as that may
be misinterpreted as packet loss. Thus, ATP co-designs the
switch logic and end host networking stack specifically to
support reliability and effective congestion control.

We opensource ATP’s implementation [2]. Our implemen-
tation works atop clusters using P4-programmable switches.
Such switches expose a limited set of in-network packet pro-
cessing primitives, place ungenerous memory limits on net-
work state, and have a constrained memory model restricting
reads/writes. We overcome these constraints, and show how
ATP can support highly effective dynamic, best-effort aggre-
gation that can achieve 60Gbps. Our implementation also has
mechanisms that improve state-of-the-art floating point value
quantization to support limited switch computation. ATP’s
implementation adopts a kernel bypass design at the end-host
so that existing protocol stacks are not replaced by ATP’s
network stack and non-ATP applications can continue to use
existing protocol stacks.

We run extensive experiments on popular DNN models
to evaluate ATP in a single rack testbed with multiple jobs.
Our evaluation shows that in multi-tenant scenarios, dynamic,
best-effort in-network aggregation with ATP enables efficient
switch resource usage. For example, the performance only
decreases by 5�10% when only half of the desired aggrega-
tors are available, and outperforms current state-of-the-art by
38% when there is heavy contention for on-switch resources.
We simulate multi-rack cluster experiments with a typical
topology and show a 66% reduction in network traffic with
ATP. We benchmark loss-recovery and congestion control
algorithms proposed in ATP. The loss recovery mechanism of
ATP outperforms the state-of-the-art (SwitchML) by 34% and
an ATP job with congestion control speeds up 3X compared
to one without congestion control.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Preliminaries
PS Architecture. This design [39, 51, 62] as shown in Fig-
ure 1 enables data-parallel training, where training data is
partitioned and distributed to workers. There are two phases:
gradient computation, where workers locally compute gra-

dients; and gradient aggregation, where workers’ gradients
are transmitted over the network to be aggregated (which in-
volves the addition of gradients) at one or more end-hosts
called parameter servers (PSs). The aggregated parameters
are then sent back to the workers. Gradients are tensors, i.e.,
arrays of values. With multiple PSs, each PS has a distinct
partition of parameters.
Programmable Switch. The recent emergence of pro-
grammable switches provides opportunities to offload
application-level stateful computation [41, 47, 71]. A pop-
ular example is the Tofino switch [4], which we use. Pro-
grammable switches expose memory as stateful and stateless
objects. Stateless objects, metadata, hold the transient state
for each packet, and the switch releases this object when that
packet is dropped or forwarded. Stateful objects, registers,
hold state as long as the switch program is running. A register
value can be read and written in the dataplane, but can only be
accessed once, either for read or write or both, for each packet.
A register is an array of values. In the context of in-network
aggregation, each packet has a subset of gradient values and
needs a set of registers to aggregate them. We call this set of
registers an aggregator.

Programmable switches have constrained compute re-
sources, memory(⇠ 10MB [53]), and programmability for
application-level processing. Register memory can only be
allocated when the switch program launches. To change mem-
ory allocation, users have to stop the switch, modify the switch
program and restart the switch program. The computation flex-
ibility is limited by the number of stages, the payload parsing
capability, and the time budget at each stage: only indepen-
dent computation primitives can be placed in the same stage
and the number of register accessed in the same stage is also
limited. These limits lead to small packet sizes for in-network
computation and storage applications: the payload size of
SwitchML and NetCache is 128B [40, 41, 46, 56] 1.
In-Network Aggregation. Gradients can be seen as a se-
quence of fragments (each fragment has a subset of gradient
values), and aggregation (addition of gradients) of all the
gradients is the aggregation of each of these fragments. In-
network aggregation for each fragment is done in a specific
aggregator. Figure 2 exemplifies this for a DT job with two
workers using one programmable switch. Workers 1 and 2
create packets having a fragment with 3 tensor values and
send them to the switch. Suppose the switch first receives the
packet p1 from worker 1. It stores the tensor values contained
in p1 in the aggregator’s registers R1, R2, R3. The switch
then drops packet p1. When the switch then receives packet
p2 from worker 2, it aggregates the tensor values contained
in p2 with contents of R1, R2, R3. If there were additional
workers, the switch would update the registers with the aggre-
gation of both packets. In this example, because p2 is from

1The exact parameters of programmable switches and ATP are specific
to “Tofino” programmable switches; if other programmable switches have
similar limitations, ATP can be used similarly.
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Figure 3: A DT job training VGG16
shows on-off communication pattern for
a simple one worker-one PS setting.

the last worker, the switch overwrites the values in packet
p2 with the aggregated result and multicasts p2 to both the
workers. This architectural improvement not only reduces net-
work traffic and eliminates the incast but also saves the CPU
cycles used for aggregation operation at the end hosts. As
this improvement only applies to communication, the overall
training acceleration ratio depends specifically on the ratio of
communication to computation in the DT job [28, 56].

A recent work, SwitchML [56], prototypes this idea for
a single DT job in a rack-scale network. We use SwitchML
as an example to illustrate the design space and underscore
the key attributes of an ideal in-network aggregation service.
SwitchML removes the PS by offloading gradient aggregation
entirely to the top-of-rack switch. It allocates a static pool
of aggregators in the rack switch to a DT job, and streams
gradient fragment(s) from workers to the switch only after
previously sent gradient fragment(s) are aggregated and have
vacated aggregator(s) on the switch. We argue next that de-
sign choices in SwitchML need to be reconsidered in the
multi-job and multi-rack settings, necessitating a systematic
in-network service.

2.2 In-Network Aggregation as a Service
When applied to multiple DT jobs, SwitchML requires static
partitioning of switch resources, where each job is statically
assigned to a partition. In a multi-tenant scenario, this results
in underutilization of switch resources. DT jobs go through
on and off gradient aggregation phases as shown in Figure 3,
and switch resources belonging to a DT job in the off phase
can be shared with a DT job in the on phase in a dynamic
manner, but static partitioning precludes this.

SwitchML offloads gradient aggregation for each DT job
entirely to the rack switch. With heavy switch resource con-
tention, DT jobs have to wait for switch resources leading
to underutilization of the network link bandwidth from the
workers to the PS(s). In a better design, a DT job could instead
aggregate a fraction of gradients at the switch in a best-effort
manner while aggregating the rest at the end-host.

Rack-scale solutions like SwitchML limit job scalibility
and are not optimal in terms of traffic reduction for cross-rack
jobs. Enabling aggregation service at every layer of the net-
work topology complicates the service design and the network
operation. ATP balances complexity and performance by en-
abling aggregation at the workers’ and PS’s ToR switches.

Thus, in the context of multi-job and multi-rack, an ideal
in-network aggregation service should support dynamic, best-

effort, multi-rack gradient aggregation for optimal efficiency
and speedup. As we show in Section 3, realizing such an
in-network aggregation service requires key innovations at
end-hosts and in how switch resources are apportioned and
dynamically (re)used. In addition, an in-network aggregation
service brings to fore two other aspects of the network stack
that need redesign, namely, reliability and congestion control.
Rethinking Reliability. In-network aggregation breaks end-
to-end semantics as some packets are consumed inside the
network during aggregation. Traditional end-host based reli-
ability mechanisms can misinterpret in-network packet con-
sumption as a packet loss, leading to unnecessary retransmis-
sions and lead to incorrect gradient aggregation due to the
inability of existing reliability mechanisms in dealing with
these new class of packet events. Thus, we need a new relia-
bility algorithm to deal with this new class of packet events.
Rethinking Congestion-Control. In the multi-tenant case,
the network resources (switch aggregators and network band-
width) available to a DT job fluctuates because (1) DT jobs
exhibit on-off communication phases (Figure 3), (2) the total
number of DT jobs varies, and (3) background traffic varies.
Utilizing fluctuating network resources efficiently and shar-
ing them fairly depends on congestion control. However, as
end-to-end semantics are broken we cannot use traditional
congestion control algorithms that rely on RTT or drops as
the congestion signal. We need a new congestion control al-
gorithm that identifies the right congestion signal so as to
modulate the throughput of gradient fragments from workers’
for each DT job to meet the requirements of efficient use and
fair division of network resources across DT jobs.

3 Design
ATP is a network service that performs dynamic, best-effort
aggregation across DT jobs. ATP’s design aligns with guide-
lines for building robust and deployable in-network computa-
tion [53]: (1) offload reusable primitives: ATP is a network
service for in-network aggregation and a common function to
different DT frameworks; (2) preserve fate sharing: ATP is
able to progress in the event of network device failure via fall-
back to aggregation at the end-host; (3) keep state out of the
network: ATP’s end-host reliability algorithms are able to re-
cover lost data and deal with partial aggregation; (4) minimal
interference: ATP chooses aggregation only at Top-of-Rack
(ToR) switches to sidestep issues owing to probabilistic rout-
ing in the network.
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3.1 ATP Overview
ATP lies in the transport layer which specifically targets in-
network aggregation of gradient tensors in DT applications;
it is not a general-purpose transport. Compared to general-
purpose TCP: (a) ATP redesigns specific transport features,
such as reliability, congestion control, and flow control for its
target context. (b) ATP does not implement TCP’s in-order
byte-stream and multiplexing abstractions as they do not apply
to the target context.

ATP performs aggregation at the granularity of fragments
of a gradient that fit in a single packet, i.e., gradient fragment
packets. ATP chunks the gradient tensor at each worker into
a sequence of fixed-size fragments such that each fragment
fits in a packet and assigns each a sequence number. Gradient
aggregation for a DT job merges values at the same sequence
number from each worker’s tensor.

Upon booting, each ATP programmable switch allocates
a portion of switch register memory to be shared by ATP
jobs. This memory is organized as an array of fixed-size
segments, which we refer to as gradient fragment aggregators,
or just aggregators. Each aggregator is accessed by its index
in the array, and aggregates gradient packets with a specific
sequence number belonging to the same DT job.

ATP workers stream gradient fragment packets to the
PS(s)2. ATP aggregates gradient fragment packets inside
the network when in-network resources are available. If in-
network resources are unavailable, gradient fragment packets
are sent to the end-host PS for aggregation. ATP restricts in-
network aggregation to ToR programmable switches. This
means that gradients from each worker can at most be ag-
gregated at two levels – (1) the rack switch at the worker
and (2) the rack switch at the PS. This requires coordination
of decisions to ensure that each gradient fragment packet is
aggregated exactly once. We use a decentralized, dynamic,
best-effort approach to determine where aggregation occurs.

Gradient fragment packets contains direction fields. These
directions interact with the ATP switch logic at the pro-
grammable switches, to program soft-state in the aggregator
to elicit a coordinated decision. The aggregator soft-state can
be discarded at any time, leading to aggregation at the PS
instead of the switch. The directions in a gradient fragment
packet comprise fields that help switches decide whether to
aggregate the packet, in which gradient aggregator to aggre-
gate, and to identify completion or failure of aggregation at an
aggregator. Switch logic uses these directions to program soft-
state in the switch that identifies whether a gradient aggregator
already exists for an incoming gradient fragment, and keeps
track of intermediate aggregation results and completion of
aggregation.

Soft-state in switches and directions in packets ensure that

2Note that two gradients from different workers that will be aggregated
never meet at switches in ring all-reduce architecture [58]. To the best of our
knowledge, any in-network aggregation, as well as ATP, can not apply to
ring all-reduce architecture.
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Figure 4: ATP dynamic, best-effort aggregation example. The
directions fields are job ID, sequence and aggregator index
in packet. soft-state is the values in the aggregators.
ATP does not require job-specific switch program changes
(and avoids switch restarts) upon job arrival/departure.

Figure 4 exemplifies how ATP achieves dynamic, best-
effort aggregation. A job with ID 3 has two workers, w1 and
w2. The workers compute gradients which are subsequently
broken by ATP at end hosts into two packets each - (A1, B1),
and (A2, B2). ATP aggregates gradient packets A1 with A2,
and B1 with B2, either at the switch or at the PS, as explained
next. Packets A1 and A2 are routed and hashed to aggregator 7;
since the aggregator is empty, it is “reserved” by packet A1 by
changing the aggregator’s soft-state to its job ID and packet
sequence. When A2 arrives at the switch, it hashes to the same
aggregator and triggers aggregation; then, the resulting packet
containing the aggregation result, A0

2, is sent to the PS. In
contrast, packet B1 can not reserve aggregator 9, because it
is reserved by a packet with job ID 1 and sequence 2. Thus,
packet B1 is forwarded directly to the PS; the same occurs
with B2. Packets B1 and B2 are aggregated at the PS. For either
pair of packets, the PS sends the parameter packets (A0 and B0)
via multicast back to workers w1 and w2. When the switch
receives A0, aggregator 7 is deallocated and set as empty (i.e.,
A0 is hashed to aggregator 7, and the aggregator’s job ID and
sequence match with those in A0) to enable aggregator 7 to be
used by future fragments from another job.

To detect and deal with packet losses ATP uses time-
out based retransmission or out-of-sequence parameter ACK
packets from the PS. When a packet is retransmitted, it sets
the resend flag. This serves as a direction for the switch to
deallocate and transmit any partially allocated result to the PS.
Also, to deal with congestion, say if queue depth is above a
certain threshold when packet A2 is received, an ECN flag in
A2 is set and carried over to A0

2. This is copied to the parame-
ter packet A0 in PS and received by the workers who adjust
their windows. The window adjustment is synchronized in
both the workers as it is triggered by the same ECN bit in A0.

3.2 ATP Infrastructure Setup
ATP requires a one-time static setup involving programming
and restarting switches to bring the service up. Any dynamic
per-job setup is managed by inserting the appropriate job-
specific directions in gradient fragment packets.
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Figure 5: ATP packet format.
Static Infrastructure Setup. The infrastructure, comprising
the switches and the end-host networking stack, is config-
ured once to serve all ATP jobs. Each programmable switch
installs a classifier to identify ATP traffic—gradient and pa-
rameter packets—and allocates a portion of switch resources—
aggregators—to aggregate ATP traffic. The end host installs
an ATP networking stack, which intercepts all the push or
pull gradient calls from DT jobs. End-hosts have knowledge
of the network topology—switch, end-host port connectiv-
ity, and total number of aggregators at a switch—so they can
orchestrate aggregation across multiple switches.
Dynamic Per-Job Setup. Each new DT job is assigned a
unique job ID. The job assigns each worker an ID from 1 to
W , where W is the total number of workers. The job tracks
the location of workers in the network topology to build an
aggregation hierarchy. In case workers and PS are spread
across racks, the job can use multiple switches for in-network
aggregation. The ATP networking library computes the job’s
worker fan-in at each level of the aggregation hierarchy, which
is used to determine when aggregation is complete (§3.5).
ATP uses IGMP to build a multicast distribution tree for the
PS to return parameters to workers.

3.3 Data Structures
Packet Format. Figure 5 shows the gradient fragment
packet format. The ATP header fields comprise direc-
tions and contain metadata about the fragment. The
jobIDAndSequenceNumber field is the identifier of a packet
and is used to match gradient packets from different workers
on the same job. The Data field contains tensor values (or
aggregated tensor values).

One-hot encoding is used to identify the worker’s posi-
tion in the aggregation hierarchy (bitmap0), and the first-level
switch’s position at the second edge switch (bitmap1). The
fan-in degree indicates the number of workers attached to
the first edge switch (fanInDegree0) and workers or switches
attached to the second edge switch (fanInDegree1). These
four fields are used to determine when aggregation has com-
pleted (§3.5). The edgeSwitchIdentifier flag is set to 0 if
the packet is en-route to the first edge switch in the aggrega-
tion hierarchy and 1 if the packet is en-route to the second
edge switch.

Workers detect dropped packets when they receive out-
of-order parameter packets, which triggers them to resend
gradient packets for aggregation (§3.7). The resend flag is
set if it is a retransmitted gradient packet. The ECN flag is
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Figure 6: ATP Switch memory layout.

marked by a switch when the switch’s output queue length
exceeds some threshold, which is used for detecting network
congestion. The collision flag is marked by a switch when
it forwards a gradient packet onward due to the aggregator
not being available because it is in use by a different job. This
flag helps PS choose another aggregator to avoid collision in
the next round.

Parameter packets use the same packet format, but indicate
the different contents by setting the isAck flag. They are
multicast from the switches to workers when an aggregation
is complete, and serve as acknowledgments (ACKs) for the
gradient packets sent by the workers.
Switch Memory. Figure 6 shows the switch memory layout.
Switch memory is organized as an array of fixed-size aggrega-
tors, each accessed by its index in the array. The value field
contains aggregated data from different workers. The size of
the value field is the same as that of a gradient fragment value.
The bitmap field records which workers have already been
aggregated to the aggregator’s value field. The counter field
records the number of distinct workers included in the aggre-
gated value. The ECN field records congestion status and is set
if any aggregated packet had the ECN flag set. The timestamp

field is updated when an aggregation is performed, and is
used to detect when an aggregator has been abandoned (e.g.,
when all workers fail) and can be deallocated (§3.7). The iden-
tifier fields <Job ID, Sequence Number> uniquely identify
the job and the fragment that this aggregator serves.

3.4 Inter-rack Aggregation
Scaling aggregation beyond a single rack provides more flexi-
bility w.r.t. where DT executes in a cluster. Aggregating just
at a worker’s local ToR switch is simple, but leads to unneces-
sary network traffic to the PS when workers reside in different
racks. Alternatively, aggregation can be done at higher lay-
ers of the network topology. However, this approach would
greatly increase protocol complexity because the system has
to handle route changes in the interior of the network. For
example, ECMP-based routing can change the number of
gradient streams incident at a particular switch in the inte-
rior of the network. This necessitates careful coordination
between network routing and the aggregator allocation mech-
anism. Thus, ATP only deploys in-network aggregation in
ToR switches, either at the worker’s rack (first-level) or at
the PS’s rack (second-level). This complies with a recent
study which shows that programmable switches today are
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usually deployed at ToR switches for near-server computation
offloading [27].

To coordinate where aggregation occurs, ATP uses two
groups of bitmap and fanInDegree fields in gradient pack-
ets, i.e., bitmap0/1 and fanInDegree0/1 as shown in Figure 5.
The edgeSwitchIdentifier field indicates which bitmap and
degree a switch should use when processing the gradient
packet, the first or second level of aggregation. When a
first-level aggregation switch forwards a packet, it sets the
edgeSwitchIdentifier bit in the packet header. The bitmap
size limits the total number of workers ATP can support. As
our testbed switch supports only 32-bit values, our implemen-
tation can support up to 1024 (=32⇥32) hosts; in general if
the programmable switch can support n-bit values, ATP can
support up to n2 workers.

It is worth noting that ATP’s multi-rack aggregation can be
extended to more levels as long as the aggregation point is
the fixed waypoint in the routing. As ATP’s switches in two
levels behave differently when handling packet retransmis-
sion (§3.7), switches whose level is higher than two should
follow the logic in the second level. More details can be found
in §A.2.

3.5 Switch Logic
Switch logic implements the algorithm that supports the dy-
namic, best-effort in-network aggregation service. It provides
aggregator allocation, deallocation, and gradient aggregation.
The allocation policy in ATP is First-Come-First-Serve with-
out preemption: if a gradient fragment packet can reserve an
aggregator, it keeps the aggregator until it is deallocated. In the
ideal case, each edge switch completes aggregation of all inci-
dent worker gradient packets and sends the aggregated result
downstream. We describe how failure cases (e.g., packet loss)
are handled in §3.7. A detailed flowchart outlining switch
logic can be found in Figure 7.
Aggregator Allocation. The arrival of a gradient frag-

ment packet triggers aggregator allocation. When a gradi-
ent fragment packet arrives, the switch checks the avail-
ability of the aggregator at the packet’s aggregatorIndex

field. End-hosts compute aggregatorIndex as HASH(<Job

ID, Sequence Number>)%numAggregators, which is consis-
tent across all workers in a job. However, hash collisions
could cause aggregatorIndex from different fragments and
different jobs to map to the same index: e.g., in Figure 4,
gradient fragment packets of Jobs 1 and 3 collide at index 9.

If the identifier field <Job ID, Sequence Number> in the
aggregator is empty, we store the packet’s identifier in the
aggregator, and copy the gradient packet’s data field into the
aggregators value field. The switch copies the bitmap field
in the aggregator from the appropriate bitmap field in the
packet (bitmap0 if edgeSwitchIdentifier is 0, else bitmap1),
and initializes the counter to 1.

If the aggregator’s identifier field is non-empty, the switch
compares it to packet’s identifiers (box 1 in Figure 7). If
they are different, there is a hash collision and ATP pushes the
gradient fragment packet downstream to be processed at the
PS. To avoid aggregation on this packet at the downstream
switch and propagate the collision information to the PS, ATP
sets resend and collision flags. To indicate this packet came
from a switch and not a worker, it flips the edge switch identi-
fier in the packet ( 2 in Figure 7) as well. If the aggregator
and packet identifiers are equal, gradient aggregation occurs.
Gradient Aggregation. If an aggregator is available for a gra-
dient fragment packet, ATP uses the edgeSwitchIdentifier

to fetch the fan-in degree and the bitmap for this switch from
the packet ( 3 in Figure 7). Then, ATP checks whether this
packet has been aggregated by testing the packet’s bitmap
against the aggregator’s bitmap ( 4 in Figure 7). If not, ATP
aggregates (adds) the packet’s gradient data to the value field
in the aggregators and also or’s the bitmap field in the gradient
packet to the bitmap field in the aggregator ( 5 in Figure 7).
ATP increments the aggregator’s counter field. If the packet
already been aggregated (e.g., it was resent), ATP OR’s the ECN

field from the packet into the aggregator’s ECN field and drops
the packet ( 7 in Figure 7).

If the counter in the aggregator is less than the correspond-
ing fan-in degree ( 6 in Figure 7), ATP drops the gradient
fragment packet and OR’s the ECN — this is the step that saves
bandwidth to the PS. If, however, they are equal then ag-
gregation at this switch is complete and ready to be pushed
downstream. The switch replaces the packet’s data field with
the aggregator’s value field, and the corresponding bitmap
field with the aggregator’s bitmap and sends the packet down-
stream towards the PS.

ATP chooses to forward the complete aggregation results
to the PS instead of sending them back to workers. This
design makes the aggregation results stored at the PS. When
a parameter packet to workers is dropped, the PS can resend
the aggregation result.
Aggregator Deallocation using Parameter Packets. The
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switch multicasts parameter packets back to the workers when
it receives parameter packets from PS. A parameter packet
works as the acknowledgement (ACK) of the gradient frag-
ment packets, and must traverse the edge switches used for ag-
gregation. When an ATP switch processes a parameter packet,
the switch checks if the aggregator at the packet’s index has
a matching identifier, and if so deallocates the aggregator by
changing all fields to null ( 8 in Figure 7).

3.6 End Host Logic
Workers in ATP push gradient fragment packets toward the PS
and receive updated parameters back. The PS accepts gradient
fragment packets, as well as partially or fully aggregated pack-
ets, to compute the full aggregation and sends the updated
parameters back to workers. The PS also addresses collisions
over aggregator indexes by rehashing.
Worker Pushing Gradients. The ATP end-host network
stack obtains gradients by intercepting push or pull calls from
DT jobs. It chunks these gradients into a sequence of 306B
packets (58B header + 248B gradient values). ATP converts
floating-point numbers in gradients to 32-bit integers [56] to
work with switches that do not support floating-point oper-
ations. These gradient fragment packets are small and ATP
introduces optimizations for high packet I/O throughput (§4).
PS Updating Parameters. ATP allocates an area of memory
for each job at the PS for collecting aggregated gradients as
an array of <bitmap, value> indexed by sequence number.
The bitmap tracks which workers’ gradient fragments have
been aggregated in the value field. PS maintains a bitmap for
each value to track which worker values have been aggregated.
When a gradient fragment packet arrives, the PS compares
its bitmap with that of the packet for an overlap. If they do
not overlap, the PS aggregates the packet’s data into its stored
value, and updates the stored bitmap from the packet’s bitmap.
For example, if the incoming gradient packet is an individual
gradient packet, PS checks if a packet from that worker was
already aggregated (i.e., PS bitmap for the worker is set to
1) due to a resent packet, drops duplicates and otherwise
updates the value and bitmap. On completion of aggregation
of a parameter fragment, the PS sends the updated parameter
fragment to the switch, which multicasts back to all workers
in the job.

For a single gradient fragment, it is possible that the aggre-
gator is busy when the first few packets arrive (hash collision),
but available for later packets (released). In this case, the
first packets are forwarded directly to the PS, while the re-
maining ones are aggregated at the switch. However, without
intervention the switch will never send along the aggregated
values because it is waiting for packets that have already
been sent. Workers detect this stalled aggregation when they
receive parameter packets for higher-sequenced fragments,
and all workers will treat the stalled fragment as a loss. Each
worker retransmits the stalled fragment with the resend bit
set. This ensures completion of aggregation (by piggybacking

on packet loss recovery; §3.7).
To reduce the frequency of aggregator collisions, we pro-

pose a dynamic hashing scheme. PS checks the collision bit
of gradient packets. If the collision bit is set, the PS rehashes
to get a new aggregator index (as HASH(<aggregatorIndex>
)%numAggregators). It sends this new aggregatorIndex to
workers in the unused bitmap field of the parameter packet.
Workers remap the collision-prone index to the new index,
and send any subsequent gradient that would have been sent
with the old index with the new index instead. This simple
approach helps evolve the hash function in a dynamic manner
over time at each worker, making it collision-resistant.
Worker Receiving Parameters. The network stack main-
tains a sliding window over the sequence of gradient frag-
ment packets. After sending an initial window of packets, the
worker records the first un-ACKed sequence number as the
expected sequence number and waits for parameter packets
from the PS. The worker uses the parameter packets from PS
to slide the window and send new gradient packets. When a
worker receives a parameter packet, it checks if the packet
has the expected packet sequence number. If the parameter
packet was already received (e.g., because it is lost by some
other worker and retransmitted at that worker’s request), it is
ignored. If it has the expected number, the worker increases
the expected sequence number and invokes the congestion
control algorithm (§3.7) to update the current window. If the
number of in-flight packets is less than the congestion window,
ATP sends the remaining window (congestion window size -
in-flight packets) of gradients fragment packets. If the param-
eter has a sequence number higher than expected, ATP may
consider the expected gradient fragment as lost, triggering
loss recovery (§3.7).

3.7 Reliability and Congestion Control
Reliability. Due to loss of gradient fragment or parameter

packets, the PS may not send parameter packets in sequence.
As noted previously, when this occurs, a worker updates the
received parameters but does not update expected sequence
number. When a worker receives three consecutive parameter
packets other than the expected sequence number, it detects
loss of the gradient fragment with the expected sequence num-
ber. In this case, ATP worker retransmits the missing fragment
packet with the resend bit set; this indicates to switches that
there may be a partial aggregation state in the switch.

ATP takes a simple approach and does not try to do in-
network aggregation of resent gradients. This design consid-
ers the case that packet drop is due to one or more worker
failures, where worker recovery can take a significant amount
of time (§A.3). In this case, the remaining active workers
still keep retransmitting gradient packets, but the switch can-
not complete the aggregation. The aggregators are occupied
but do not perform effective aggregation, which wastes the
aggregator.

ATP takes different steps at the first and second levels of ag-
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gregation. At the first level, when a resent packet arrives, the
switch checks for a matching aggregator. If it exists, and the
aggregator bitmap does not indicate that the resent packet’s
fragment has already been aggregated, then the switch aggre-
gates the value from the packet into the aggregator, merges the
bitmap from the packet into the aggregator’s bitmap, forwards
the results (which may be partial) downstream, and deallo-
cates the aggregator. When subsequent resent packets arrive,
the corresponding aggregator has already been deallocated,
so the switch simply forwards the resent packet downstream.

At the second level, the switch is unable to merge partial
results because it has one bit rather than a bitmap to indicate
the aggregation status for each of its first-level aggregation.
Instead, the second-level switch discards its aggregation state
and forwards any resent packet (including partial aggrega-
tions from the first level) to the PS, where the aggregation
ultimately completes. This ensures that upon packet loss, all
gradient fragments are (re)sent to the PS and the aggregator
for the fragment is deallocated.

The memory leaks can occur when a job stops abnormally
before PS sends parameter packets to deallocate aggrega-
tors. Without any mechanism, the aggregator would remain
occupied because the PS never ACKs with a corresponding
parameter packet. To handle this, on every parameter packet,
the switch checks the timeout value for the register specified
by the parameter packet’s index. Even if its job ID and se-
quence number do not match the parameter packet, the switch
will deallocate the aggregator if the timestamp is older than a
configured value.
Congestion Control. In a multi-tenant network, multiple
ATP jobs and other applications share the network. They
contend for various resources including network bandwidth,
receiver CPU, and switch buffers. In ATP, multiple jobs also
contend for aggregators at the switches.

High contention for aggregators in the switch can lead to a
situation where aggregators cannot aggregate all traffic. This
causes the traffic volume to increase, which will trigger queue
length buildup in switches and packet loss due to switch buffer
overflow. The observable symptoms in this case are similar
to network congestion. Based on this, ATP uses congestion
control to manage all contended resources.

In TCP, senders detect congestion using RTT, duplicated
ACKs, or ECN marks, and respond by adjusting sending win-
dows. For ATP, we pick ECN marks as the primary conges-
tion signal. RTT measured from a worker sending a gradient
packet to it receiving a parameter ACK packet will not work
because it includes synchronization delay between workers.
As all the workers receive the same parameter packet, using
ECN ensures that all workers see similar congestion signals.
We enable the ECN marking in switches, and use both ECN
and (rare) packet loss as the congestion signal. To ensure that
ECN marks are not lost during aggregation, ATP merges the
ECN bit in fragment packets into the ECN bit in aggregator ( 7
in Figure 7), which is later forwarded to the PS when aggre-

gation completes. This ECN bit is then copied to the parameter
packet and eventually reaches all the workers.

Each ATP worker applies Additive Increase Multiplicative
Decrease (AIMD) to adjust its window in response to con-
gestion signals. The window size ATP starts at 200 packets,
which at 300 bytes for each packet is within the bandwidth-
delay product (⇠ 60KB) of a 100Gbps network. ATP in-
creases window size by one MTU (1500 bytes or 5 packets)
for each received parameter packet until it reaches a threshold,
which is similar to slow start in TCP. Above the slow-start
threshold, ATP increases window size by one MTU per win-
dow. When a worker detects congestion via ECN marking on
a parameter ACK or three out-of-order ACKs, it halves the
window, and updates the slow start threshold to the updated
window.

3.8 Dealing with Floating Point
Gradient values are real numbers and DNN training frame-
works offer several numerical types to represent them, each
type offering varying trade-offs between range, precision and
computational overhead. Gradient values are typically repre-
sented using 32-bit floating point type.

The current generation of programmable switches does not
support 32-bit floating point arithmetic. Like prior work [56],
ATP converts gradient values at each worker from 32-bit float-
ing point representation to 32-bit integer representation by
multiplying the floating point number by a scaling factor (108)
and rounding to the nearest integer. The switch aggregates
these 32-bit integers and PS converts the aggregated value
back to 32-bit floating points by dividing by the scaling factor.
ATP chooses a large scaling factor, i.e., 108, so as to minimize
loss of precision as 32-bit floating point representation pro-
vides precision of 7 decimal digits [7]. A detailed justification
of ATP’s choice of scaling factor can be found in §B.1.

A large scaling factor can lead to the overflow of aggregated
gradients. There are two alternatives to deal with overflows:
proactive and reactive. The former (described in §B.2) is cau-
tious and wastes opportunities for in-network aggregation by
sending some gradient packets directly to the PS for aggre-
gation. We explain the pitfalls of this mechanism in §B.2.
Instead, ATP uses a reactive mechanism: all gradient pack-
ets are sent with the intention of aggregation at a network
switch. If a gradient packet triggers overflow at an aggregator
in the switch, we utilize a switch feature (saturation) to set the
aggregator value to the maximum value or minimum value
represented with 32-bit integers. If the aggregator value is sat-
urated, any further gradient packets destined at this aggregator
only update the directions (i.e., bitmap, fanIndegrees) and the
value remains saturated. When the aggregation is done, i.e.,
fanInDegree value is equal to the number of workers, the sat-
urated aggregator value is written to the gradient packet and
sent to the PS. If the PS finds the aggregator value is saturated,
it requests the original gradient values in floating-point for-
mat from all workers. This triggers a retransmission and all
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the workers send packets with floating-point gradient values
directly to the PS, which finally performs aggregation.

In the worst case, such a reactive overflow correction in-
curs the cost of retransmission of all gradient packets in an
iteration. Note that the overhead incurred during overflow
correction is exactly the same as that during packet loss re-
covery. In our evaluations, we see no deterioration in training
throughput if the packet loss rate is < 0.1% (§5.2.3). This
translates to overflow correction as well: if the frequency of
overflow correction is < 0.1% (over packets), we will see no
deterioration in training throughput. We empirically show that
there is hardly any overflow for all popular models’ training
in §5.3. The frequency of overflow correction can be further
reduced using a dynamic scaling factor (§B.3).

Because overflow correction adds little overhead, ATP’s in-
network aggregation yields substantial speed-up in per-epoch
times. Coupled with quantization not affecting the number of
epochs, ATP overall yields significant gains in time-to-target-
accuracy, as we also show in §5.3.

4 Implementation
ATP’s implementation consists of (i) the protocol logic on P4
switches and end host, and (ii) hardware offloads to optimize
small-packet performance.
Programmable Switch. The switch implementation has pro-
cessing logic for gradient aggregation and control logic to
allocate, deallocate, and manage aggregators. The main chal-
lenge is that the whole packet must be parsed in a limited time
budget and processed in the limited switch pipeline stages.

Aggregation. Prior work [56] processed packets in a single
pass, which limited packets to 184B. ATP increases this limit
by taking two passes (called two-pass) at the switch for each
packet, which is a mixed usage of the resubmit 3 and recircu-
late features. The details are in §C. This raises the maximum
packet size to just 306B – larger, but still small packets. This
leaves 4 switch stages for control operations.

Control logic. This is responsible for checking whether an
aggregator is available, processing protocol flags, and updat-
ing the aggregation state. To work within the restriction of
one-time access to a register, ATP applies various techniques
to handle complex operations. Consider the bitmap check
process, which involves a read of the bitmap in the aggregator
and then an arithmetic operation on the gradient value and
bitmap value; finally, a write to the bitmap in the aggregator.
We instead note that a write to bitmap is equivalent to setting
a bit always. This allows us to reorder the write operation to
just before the read operation. This read-followed-by-write
serves as one-time register access which is permissible. An-
other method in ATP to address one-time access restriction
for one packet is to use two packets; e.g., ATP allocates the ag-
gregator with gradient packets but deallocates the associated
aggregators using parameter packets.

3We leverage ‘ force_shift ingress‘ feature to drop the data part that has
been aggregated before the resubmit.

End-Host Networking Stack. We implement ATP as a
BytePS [69] plugin, which integrates in PyTorch [15], Tensor-
Flow [14] and MXNet [19]. BytePS allows ATP’s use without
application modifications. ATP intercepts the Push and Pull
function calls at workers as they communicate with ATP PS.

Small Packet Optimizations. ATP’s network stack leverages
Mellanox’s RAW ETHERNET userspace network program-
ming model [1]. ATP uses TSO [50] and Multi-Packet QP
(MP-QP) [42] hardware acceleration features to improve
small-packet processing. TSO speeds packet sending by of-
floading packetization to the NIC and improves PCIe band-
width via large DMA transfers. To improve packet receiving
rate, MP-QP uses buffer descriptors that specify multiple con-
tiguous packet buffers and reduce the NIC memory footprint
by at least 512X . These features together reduce CPU cost via
fewer calls to send/receive packets and fewer DMA operations
to fetch packet send and receive descriptors.

ATP uses multiple threads to speed up packet processing.
When ATP receives tensors to transfer, it assigns the tensor to
a thread to send, which may cause load imbalance across dif-
ferent threads. Each worker in ATP has a centralized scheduler
to receive tensors from the application layer, and maintains
the total workload for each thread. Whenever the scheduler
receives tensors to be sent, it extracts the size and assigns the
tensor to the least loaded thread to balance the load.
Baseline Implementation. We implement a prototype of
SwitchML [56], which uses the switch as the PS and provides
a timeout-based packet-loss recovery mechanism. We apply
TSO and MP-QP features to the SwitchML implementation
at end hosts to improve small-packet operations, but do not
apply the two-pass optimization at the switch to align with the
public version of SwitchML. As a result, the packet size for
SwitchML implementation is 180 bytes. We also open-source
our SwitchML implementation [3].

5 Evaluation
We evaluate ATP via testbed experiments and software emu-
lation to answer the following questions:

1. How does ATP perform compared to state-of-the-art
approaches for a single job (§5.2.1)?

2. How does ATP’s inter-rack aggregation perform com-
pared to an alternate rack-scale service (§5.2.2)?

3. What are the overheads of ATP’s loss recovery mecha-
nisms (§5.2.3)?

4. How does conversion to integers in ATP affect time to
accuracy (§5.3)?

5. How does dynamic aggregator allocation compare to a
centralized static scheme under multi-tenancy (§5.4)?

6. How effective is ATP’s congestion control (§5.5)?

5.1 Experimental Setup
Cluster Setup. We evaluate ATP on a testbed with 9 ma-
chines. 8 of them have one NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti
GPU with NVIDIA driver version 430.34 and CUDA 10.0.
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All machines have 56 cores of Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120T
CPU @ 2.20GHz, 192GB RAM with Ubuntu 18.04 and Linux
kernel 4.15.0-20. Each host has a Mellanox ConnectX-5 dual-
port 100G NIC with Mellanox driver OFED 4.7-1.0.0.1. All
the hosts are connected via a 32x100Gbps programmable
switch with a Barefoot Tofino chip. We evaluate inter-rack ag-
gregation using Tofino’s software switch model [5] to emulate
ATP switches in software with the same code.
Baselines. We compare ATP against BytePS [69]; both use
a worker-PS architecture. BytePS supports TCP (BytePS
+ TCP) and RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) [36]
(BytePS + RDMA) as network protocols. We turn on PFC [25]
for RDMA to provide a lossless network. While ATP uses
the default of N workers to 1 PS (labeled Nto1), we opti-
mize BytePS with as many PSs as the workers (labeled NtoN)
to alleviate the network bottleneck. Also, we co-locate one
each of the N PSs and N workers in the same machine. We
also compare ATP with our implementation of SwitchML,
a state-of-the-art baseline with in-network aggregation sup-
port. We also compare ATP against Horovod [58] with RoCE
(Horovod+RDMA) and with TCP (Horovod+TCP) which
uses a ring all-reduce architecture [61].
Workloads. We run Pytorch on top of the above schemes to
evaluate many popular real-world models: AlexNet, VGG11,
VGG16, VGG19, ResNet50, ResNet101, and ResNet152 [33,
44, 60]. Each model trains on the ImageNet dataset. The DT
job has 8 workers unless specified. For most experiments we
use VGG16 (model size 528MB) and ResNet50 (model size
98MB), as representatives for network-intensive and compute-
intensive workloads, respectively. We also run an aggrega-
tion microbenchmark where each worker repeatedly transfers
4MB tensors (maximum size BytePS supports), which are
aggregated in the network (ATP) or at the PS(s) (BytePS), and
are then sent back to the workers. In contrast to real jobs, this
microbenchmark has equal-sized tensors and always has data
to send with no “off” phase.
Metrics. We use three metrics to measure performance: (1)
training throughput for DT jobs, which is the number of im-
ages processed per second (image/sec) normalized by the
number of workers; (2) time to accuracy to show a DT job’s
quality, which is the training time to reach a target or maxi-
mum accuracy; and (3) aggregation throughput for the mi-
crobenchmark, which is the total bytes of parameters received
at each worker per second (Gbps).

5.2 Single Job Performance
5.2.1 ATP Training Performance
We compare ATP against all baselines on single-job training
throughput for all the models in our workload as shown in Fig-
ure 8. ATP achieves the best performance for all jobs with a
maximum speedup of 1.5X over BytePS NtoN RDMA, 1.24X
over Horovod RDMA, 2.5X over BytePS NtoN TCP, 8.7X
over BytePS Nto1 TCP, 4.2X over Horovod TCP and 1.5X
over SwitchML. Performance gains are larger on network-

intensive workloads (VGG) than compute-intensive work-
loads (ResNet). PS-based ATP is comparable to, and in many
cases outperforms, the state-of-the-art ring all-reduce ap-
proach (Horovod+RDMA). ATP outperforms SwitchML due
to support for larger packet size made possible via our opti-
mized two-pass implementation of switch logic.

5.2.2 Inter-rack Aggregation
ATP provides aggregation at two levels in inter-rack config-
urations. We pick a typical network topology as shown in
Figure 9, where the PS is connected to switch SW2 and work-
ers w0-w5 are connected to different switches. We compare
against a rack-scale solution (RSS) that aggregates locally at
each rack and forwards partial aggregates to the PS. In our
test topology, RSS performs aggregation for w0-w1 at SW0,
w2-w3 at SW1, w4-w5 at SW2, and then, aggregation from
SW0, SW1 and SW2 at the PS. This approach simplifies the
algorithm at the switch at the cost of more network traffic
to the PS. We measure the amount of traffic the PS receives
with ATP and RSS using the software simulator (so we cannot
measure real throughput). PS with RSS receives 3X more traf-
fic than PS with ATP. This is because RSS sends the partial
aggregates from SW0�SW2 to PS while ATP aggregates in-
dividual packets from w5 and w4 and partial aggregates from
SW0 and SW1 at switch SW2 before they are sent to PS; this
eliminates 2/3 of the traffic to the PS.

5.2.3 Packet Loss Recovery Overhead
ATP handles packet loss at the end host, but guarantees aggre-
gation correctness and prevents memory leaks in the switch.
To evaluate the overhead of packet loss recovery, we config-
ure one worker to adversarially drop packets with a packet
loss rate between 0.001% and 1% (as in prior work [56]). We
compare against SwitchML, which uses a timeout mechanism
to detect packet loss, and turn off ATP’s congestion control
to avoid window back-off due to this adversarial packet loss.
We use the timeout value (1ms) from SwitchML.

Figure 10 shows the training and microbenchmark through-
put normalized to no loss for varying loss rates. Overall, ATP
degrades gracefully when the loss rate increases, and to a
lesser degree than SwitchML. This is because ATP adopts out-
of-sequence ACKs as a packet loss signal, which enables ATP
to detect and respond to packet losses faster than SwitchML.

5.3 ATP Time-to-Accuracy (TTA)
5.3.1 Single Job TTA
ATP changes the nature of computation of gradient aggrega-
tion via conversion of gradient values to integers to enable
aggregation on the switch and has reactive mechanisms to
deal with overflows. To confirm this does not affect the train-
ing quality of our workload, we evaluate ATP’s accuracy over
time against the baseline (BytePS NtoN RDMA). We find that
ATP spends the same number of epochs to achieve the same
top-5 accuracy as BytePS NtoN RDMA for all the models.
Figure 11 plots the top-5 accuracy with time for ResNet50,
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Figure 10: Throughput in different packet loss rate.

VGG16 and ResNet152. With VGG16, a network-intensive
workload, ATP outperforms BytePS and reaches 75% top-
5 accuracy 1.25X faster than BytePS. With ResNet50, ATP
and BytePS reach 93% top-5 accuracy in comparable amount
of time (ATP is 1.02X faster) as shown in Figure 11a. ATP
does not speed up training for ResNet50 as it is a compute-
intensive workload. ResNet152 (Figure 11c) exhibits the same
trend as ResNet50. We also conduct TTA experiments on
VGG19, ResNet101 and AlexNet models, and observe that
ATP reaches target accuracy 1.2X , 1.01X and 2.39X faster,
respectively. Figures for these results are in §D.3.
Overflow Correction. Retransmissions due to ATP’s over-
flow correction mechanism can be a source of overheads. In
our results, we see overflows only with ResNet152, with 445
aggregated gradient packets (i.e., 0.00002% of all aggregated
gradient packets generated in an epoch) requiring overflow
correction. These happen only in the first few iterations of the
first epoch when the model is initialized with random weights
and the magnitude of gradient updates is large.
Worst-case Precision Loss. ATP uses a scaling factor of 108.
Gradient values with a magnitude less than 10�8 are approxi-
mated as zero and experience complete loss of precision. We
observe that an average of only 0.00002% of the gradients
values per epoch in ResNet50 are less than 10�8. As a result,
ATP causes no loss of accuracy in the final trained model.

5.3.2 Multi-job Time-to-Accuracy (TTA)
We also evaluate TTA with 2 VGG16 jobs for ATP, BytePS
NtoN RDMA, and Horovod with RDMA. Each job has three
workers. We use one switch to emulate a dumbbell topology
and separate one worker from the other two of a job at the two
ends of the dumbbell. The link line rate is 100Gbps. A worker-
to-worker (or PS) path from each job share the dumbbell link.
Figure 12 shows the 75% top-5 accuracy with time for each
VGG16 job. Similar as single job TTA performance, ATP
outperforms BytePS and Horovod and reaches 75% top-5

accuracy 1.20X faster than the fastest BytePS job, and 1.25X
faster than Horovod. Two jobs in ATP and Horovod achieve
the same accuracy with the same training time, while this
is not the case for BytePS. We observed PFC storms from
NICs in BytePS, which we suspect is due to the heavy PCIe
contention between NIC and GPU.

In summary, these results demonstrate that ATP does not
compromise training quality and is able to achieve baseline
training accuracy in less time than other methods owing to
the acceleration provided by in-network aggregation.

5.4 Multiple Jobs
ATP does dynamic best-effort sharing of switch resources
across multiple jobs. Our multi-tenant extension of SwitchML
statically partitions switch resources equally across jobs.

5.4.1 Dynamic vs. Static Sharing
We compare ATP’s dynamic best-effort approach against
SwitchML’s static approach by launching 3 identical VGG16
jobs (with identical placement for workers and PS) connected
to one programmable switch. We vary the number of aggrega-
tors for the 3 jobs on the switch. The static approach allocates
a fixed 1/3 fraction of the aggregators to each job, while
ATP’s dynamic approach shares these aggregators dynami-
cally, so that when any job is in an off phase its aggregators
are available to other jobs.

We first tune the number of aggregators reserved for the 3
jobs to find the minimum number needed to get maximal train-
ing throughput for each job with the static approach. We find
that 1980 aggregators, referred to as peak throughput aggre-
gators (PTA), equally divided across the three jobs maximize
throughput because jobs saturate the link from the switch
to the PS. To measure the impact of sharing strategy under
contention, we reduce the number of available aggregators
from 100% of PTA to 33% of PTA, and measure training
throughput with both static and dynamic approaches.

Figure 13a shows the average training throughput (mea-
sured after warm-up, from the second epoch of training on-
wards) as we vary the number of aggregators available to
the 3 jobs from 100% of PTA (1980 aggregators) to 33% of
PTA (660 aggregators). With 100%, the dynamic approach
performs similarly to static approach. This is because in both
cases all aggregation happens in-network, and the switch to
PS link is fully utilized. As we reduce the number of aggrega-
tors available, throughput for the dynamic approach degrades
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Figure 13: Dynamic v.s. static allocation with different peak throughput aggregators (PTA) ratio.

less than that with the static approach. This is because the dy-
namic approach allows sharing of unused aggregators across
jobs and also uses available switch-to-PS link capacity for
PS-based aggregation. We show this by delving into ATP’s
dynamic approach when using 100% and 33% of PTA.

Figure 13b shows the total number of aggregations at the PS
every 10ms for each job with ATP’s dynamic approach using
100% of PTA, starting at job warm-up. Initially, there are
hash collisions because of jobs allocating the same aggregator
index, which leads to aggregation at the PS. After 500ms,
ATP’s hash-collision avoidance kicks in and the dynamic
approach converges to complete in-network aggregation.

Figure 13c shows how ATP’s dynamic approach responds
when jobs enter an off phase. The figure shows the number
of aggregations performed at the switch every 10ms when
only 33% of PTA are available. The trace shows that when
one job enters an off phase (zero in-network aggregations),
the number of in-network aggregations for the remaining jobs
increases. For example, at sample 120, job 3 (red) enters an
off phase, and the in-network aggregations for jobs 1 and 2
increase until job 3 resumes at sample 180.

5.4.2 Effectiveness of ATP’s Hashing Scheme
In §5.4.1, we show ATP’s hashing scheme works with 100%
of PTA for 3 jobs. To evaluate at larger scale, we launch 8
microbenchmark jobs with 100% of PTA with ATP’s hashing
enabled (Hash-based dynamic) and without hashing enabled
(Linear-based dynamic which allocates aggregator indexes
in sequence, i.e., index = seq_num % N), and compare against
the baseline scheme (static allocation with 100% of PTA).

Figure 14 plots the aggregation throughput for the three
schemes as the number of jobs increases. ATP’s hash-based
scheme matches the baseline static scheme and greatly outper-
forms the linear-based scheme, as without hashing, a continu-
ous sequence of gradients from multiple jobs collide, intro-
ducing a significant amount of retransmission. Overall, these
experiments indicate that the dynamic hash function can ef-
fectively distribute aggregators to each job. It can achieve
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Figure 16: Aggregation goodput with non-ATP traffic.

comparable performance to the static approach when there
is no contention for switch aggregators, and outperform the
static approach under contention.

5.5 Effectiveness of Congestion Control
ATP’s congestion control mechanism aims to minimize packet
loss while maximizing the link utilization. Network con-
gestion happens (1) when ATP traffic is co-located with
bandwidth-hungry normal traffic, such as TCP or RDMA
transfers; (2) when ATP does not perform in-network ag-
gregation due to a shortage of switch resources from other
contending ATP jobs, causing an incast to the PS. We evaluate
ATP’s congestion control mechanism in both cases.
With non-ATP traffic. It is common to co-locate multiple
systems and applications in a multi-tenant multi-rack cluster,
such as storage and data pre-processing systems. We validate
ATP’s congestion control effectiveness when co-locating with
such traffic. We launch a training job with 6 workers and 1 PS
for ATP. We add background flows competing for bandwidth
on a link to a worker, which individually can achieve line rate.
The experiment starts with background traffic, and then starts
a training job at t = 25s. We stop the training job after 50s.
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We perform this experiment both with VGG16 and with our
microbenchmark to emulate large models on ATP.

Figure 16a reports the aggregation goodput (total size of
parameters aggregated in a second) from the worker that ex-
periences network congestion for VGG16 (ATP), the goodput
from the non-ATP traffic (non-ATP), and the aggregate good-
put (ATP + non-ATP) over time. The dashed black line shows
the peak goodput VGG16 job can achieve without background
traffic; this link bandwidth demand is less than fair share. We
see that the VGG16 job with ATP is able to achieve peak
goodput (as demand is less than fair share) and that the sum
of goodputs is close to line rate on the uplink from this worker.
This indicates that ATP’s CC is able to co-exist with non-ATP
background traffic with max-min fair allocation in this setting.

Figure 16b plots the same scenario instead with the mi-
crobenchmark job. The dashed black line shows the peak
goodput this job can achieve without background traffic,
which is indicative of a link bandwidth demand greater than
fair share of the network uplink rate at the worker. We see that
ATP is able to achieve near the fair share of the bottleneck
link (the uplink from this worker) and that the sum of goodput
from both traffic types is close to link rate. This showcases
near equitable sharing of link bandwidth. Figure 16a and Fig-
ure 16b show that the congestion control of ATP is able to
respond quickly to changes in congestion, and converge to a
new bandwidth which is very stable.
With other ATP traffic. We launch a single VGG16 job (8
workers) using ATP for 10 iterations. We reserve only 50%
of the switch aggregators needed to achieve peak training
throughput with complete in-network aggregation (to emulate
contention from background ATP jobs). Figure 15 shows
the aggregation goodput averaged per second from a sin-
gle worker against time with and without congestion control
(CC). We see that the congestion control of ATP kicks in, and
the aggregation goodput stabilizes around 7.5Gbps for the
worker. Note that this goodput is lower than the peak goodput
(⇠20Gbps) from the previous experiment because here we
have an 8-to-1 (8 workers to 1 PS) incast, only 50% of traffic
is reduced in the network, and the PS in our implementation
saturates at 60Gbps (§D.1).

Without CC, the goodput fluctuates dramatically between
4Gbps and 0; this is because incast causes frequent packet
loss without congestion control, and introduces high packet
loss recovery overhead. The training goodput of ATP with
congestion control is 66.8 img/s while that without congestion
control is 23.2 img/s, a decrease of 65%. These results show
that the congestion control for ATP can effectively maintain
high goodput and is effective in avoiding packet loss.

In summary, ATP’s congestion control helps it co-exist with
other tenants (both ATP and non-ATP).

6 Other Related Work
We discuss prior works that propose advances in hardware,
software, offloads, and algorithms to accelerate DNN training.

Speedup Network Transmission. Prior efforts propose to
improve gradient aggregation time by (1) smarter network
scheduling – increasing the overlap between GPU/CPU com-
putation and network transmission via fine-grained tensors
transmission scheduling (per layer instead of the whole gra-
dient or parameter) [32, 37, 52, 70]; combining model- and
data-parallelism via pipelining [31, 35]; using asynchronous
IO [20, 24]. (2) reducing network traffic – using large batch
size to reduce the communication frequency [11, 29, 38]; us-
ing quantization [57] or reducing redundancy in SGD [45]
to reduce bytes sent over the network; optimizing mixture
of local-global aggregation to adapt to network change at
runtime [21, 64]. ATP can incorporate these optimizations to
further improve its performance.
In-network Aggregation. The idea of in-network aggrega-
tion has been explored in wireless networks [18, 59]; in
big-data systems and distributed training systems using end-
hosts [23], a specialized host [48], high performance middle-
boxes [49] or overlay networks [17,63]. DAIET [55] proposed
a simple proof-of-concept design of in-network aggregation
without a testbed prototype. ShArP [30], supported by special
Mellanox Infiniband switches, builds an overlay reduction tree
to aggregate data going through it, but it does not apply the
aggregation until the switch receives all the data. ATP is the
first to provide a dynamic, best-effort in-network aggregation
service for multi-tenant multi-switch clusters.

7 Conclusion
We build an in-network aggregation service, ATP, to accel-
erate DT jobs in multi-tenant multi-rack networks. ATP pro-
vides a best effort in-network aggregation primitive via care-
ful co-design of switch logic (for aggregation) and the end-
host networking stack (for reliability and congestion control).
Testbed experiments show that ATP is able to outperform
existing systems by up to 8.7X for a single job, and it is even
slightly better than the current state-of-the-art ring all-reduce
with RDMA. In a multi-tenant scenario, best-effort in-network
aggregation with ATP enables efficient switch resource usage,
and outperforms current state-of-the-art static allocation tech-
niques by up to 38% in terms of training time when there is
heavy contention for on-switch resources.
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A Additional Design Details
This section is a supplement to ATP’s design description
from §3. We first provide additional design details for clearer
exposition and then outline design extensions to make ATP
more general and robust.

A.1 Switch Algorithm for Reliability
Figure 17 explains the details on how the switch handles the
three issues discussed in Section 3.7. If the retransmitted gra-
dient fragment packets have an aggregator at switch ( 1 in
Figure 17), ATP uses the bitmap in the gradient fragment
packet header to check if bitmap field in the aggregator is
set ( 5 ). If unset, the data field element is aggregated to the
value field of the aggregator and the bitmap field in the ag-
gregator is set ( 6 ). After aggregation or if the retransmitted
gradient has already been seen, ATP copies the value field
and the bitmap field from the aggregator to the data field and
the bitmap field of the packet, deallocates the aggregator, and
sends the packet downstream ( 7 ). Given that only the first
retransmitted gradient packet triggers aggregator deallocation,
the retransmitted packets with the same sequence number
from other workers do not hit the aggregators or reserve a
new aggregator and thus, they will be directly forwarded to
upstream devices. Note that at the second level of aggregation,
ATP directly forwards a retransmitted gradient packet for sim-
plicity ( 3 ). In all the cases, ATP deallocates the aggregator
and sets all fields to null ( 3 and 7 ).

The parameter packet, whether it is retransmitted or not,
always triggers the deallocation of the aggregator with the
same <Job ID, Sequence Number>.
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Figure 17: Pseudocode of the switch logic dealing with packet
loss.

A.2 Aggregation at Multiple Hierarchy Lev-
els

ATP can be extended to support aggregation at multiple hier-
archy levels, i.e., beyond ToR switches to also enable aggrega-
tion at aggregation layer switches and core layer switches. The
only pre-requisite is that packet routes for all gradient packets
have to be deterministic (e.g., as in ECMP) and known ahead
of time so that ATP knows the exact switch in the network at
which gradient packets (or partially aggregated gradient pack-
ets) for a particular sequence number converge. This helps
to precisely determine the fan-in degree at each intermedi-
ate switch from workers to the PS. This helps higher-level
switches to aggregate partially aggregated results from lower-
level switches and determine when aggregation at higher-
level switches is complete. To enable multi-level aggregation,
we need to add more bitmap and fanInDegree fields to ATP
packet header (one for each additional in-network gradient
aggregating switch) to track the progress of aggregation at all
the switches involved in gradient aggregation enroute from

the workers to the PS.
Notably, for non-deterministic route load balancing

schemes, such as Presto [34] and CONGA [16], ATP pack-
ets only deterministically route through TOR switches with
non-deterministic routing at higher levels of the datacenter
network hierarchy. Thus, to support such cases, ATP does
aggregation only at the TOR-layer.

A.3 Recovering from Worker Failures
PS-based architectures deal with worker failures by re-
spawning a worker process, perhaps on a different machine
connected to a different ToR switch. This requires invalidat-
ing stale aggregators having incomplete aggregation results
that are waiting on gradient packets from the failed worker.
Such stale entries are invalidated as ATP has checks and bal-
ances to overcome switch memory leaks (described in §3.7).
Also, the re-spawned worker might be on a different machine
and connected to a different TOR switch. This might require
changes to the fanInDegree field in ATP packet headers. ATP
re-triggers dynamic job-setup phase (described in §3.2) af-
ter any such failure event and the PS re-initiates gradient
aggregation by sending an ACK on the new multicast tree
that includes the re-spawned worker for the earliest sequence
number that is yet to be aggregated.

A.4 Dealing with Stragglers
A slow worker or a slow link can slow down the whole training
process. However, this is an artifact of synchronous training
and not an issue with ATP. Note that because ATP alleviates
network bottlenecks as it aggregates gradients in the network,
it reduces the likelihood of network-induced stragglers.

A.5 Comparison to Ring All-reduce Ap-
proach

Ring all-reduce uses one-to-one communication in each train-
ing iteration/round. With this communication pattern, ATP
does not have any opportunity to assist. A drawback of ring
all-reduce is that the amount of data that each worker sends
and receives is higher and is 4(n�1) |U |

n , where n is the num-
ber of workers, |U | is the total number of bytes to be aggre-
gated. With ATP the amount of data that each worker sends
and receives is 2|U |; the amount of data that each PS sends
and receives is 2|U |/m where m is the number of PSs. Quan-
titatively, this indicates that ring all-reduce generates more
network traffic than ATP, which may congest the network for
other running applications in the cluster. We compare ATP
against the ring all-reduce approach (Horovod RDMA and
Horovod TCP) in Figure 8, demonstrating that ATP is better
than ring all-reduce for training popular models.

B Addtional details on dealing with
floating point

ATP converts floating point values to integers by multiply-
ing with a scaling factor to enable gradient aggregation on
programmable switches.
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B.1 ATP’s Choice of Scaling Factor
The choice of the scaling factor is crucial. A smaller scaling
factor can lead to rounding-off a lot of digits after the decimal
point and a greater loss in precision. Theoretically, the preci-
sion loss due to this conversion is bounded by n

s (Theorem 1
in [56]), where n is the number of workers and s is the scaling
factor. A large scaling factor can lead to aggregation of large
integers and may cause overflow at the switches. Theoreti-
cally, there is no overflow if gradient values are less than an
upper bound B = 231�n

ns (Theorem 2 in [56]).
Prior work [56] relies on empirical measurements to find

this upper bound B for gradient values of a popular suite of
ML training jobs and chooses a scaling factor s = 231�n

nB . The
precision loss with this choice of scaling factor is bounded by

n2B
231�n .

There are two drawbacks with this approach. First, the
guarantee of no overflows with this approach strictly relies
on obtaining an accurate estimate of the upper bound B on
gradient values. This makes the approach expensive to accom-
modate jobs that train new and unseen models as empirically
determining the value of B for a new model requires an end-
to-end training run. Second, the scaling factor decreases as
the value of B and the number of workers n increase, which
leads to an increasing loss of precision. With 100 workers
and B = 200, the value of the scaling factor is ⇠ 105 and the
maximum loss of precision is ⇠ 10�5 per gradient value. We
sample gradient values below 10�5 in some epochs across
models and find that there are 18% such gradient values for
ResNet50, 42.8% for VGG16 and 39.8% for AlexNet. These
values will experience completed loss of precision, hurting
model accuracy upon training.

With ATP, we choose a high scaling factor so as to min-
imize loss of precision. We note that 32-bit floating point
representation provides the precision of 7 decimal digits [7].
Thus, to provide an equivalent precision, ATP chooses the
scaling factor of 108. The decoupling of the scaling factor
from B completely eliminates the first drawback and partially
eliminates the second drawback described above. However,
a large scaling factor can lead to an overflow of aggregated
gradients.

There are broadly two mechanisms to overcome overflows:
proactive and reactive. ATP chooses a reactive mechanism
(§3.8) because there are drawbacks to using a proactive mech-
anism that we discuss next.

B.2 Pitfalls of Proactive Overflow Mechanism
The proactive mechanism prevents overflows from ever occur-
ring at the switch. It determines a maximum gradient value
threshold B such that, as long as gradient values aggregated
in the switch are less than B, any overflow is avoided. The
value of B (= 231�n

ns ) is computed at each worker during job
initialization. Packets with gradient values  B are aggregated
in the switch, while workers flag packets with gradient values
> B. Packets with this flag are not aggregated in the switch

Job False Positive Packets
ResNet50 - 8 Workers 37,002

ResNet50 - 16 Workers 231,528
ResNet50 - 32 Workers 1,156,126
ResNet50 - 64 Workers 14,602,998

Table 1: Average false positive packets per epoch increase as
workers increase.

and are eventually aggregated at the PS. It is worth noting that
this mechanism naturally fits with the best-effort aggregation
service provided by ATP and cannot be implemented in the
prior SwitchML work.

Unfortunately, a proactive mechanism severely limits the
opportunities for in-network aggregation. With 100 workers
and a scaling factor of 108, the value of B is 0.2. To highlight
this, in Table 1, we measure the number of false positives in a
single epoch when training a ResNet50 model. We classify
a gradient packet with a particular sequence number as a
false positive if the gradient value in that packet is > B but
the aggregated gradient value for that sequence number from
all the workers does not overflow the integer bound (231).
Each false positive packet could have been aggregated in
the switch and consumed in the network, but instead with
the proactive approach ends up traversing the network from
the worker all the way to the PS. As seen in Table 1, the
number of false positive packets gets worse as we increase
the number of workers in a ResNet50 job. This trend applies
to all models, although the magnitude of false positive packets
might change. This is not desirable because a higher number
of false positive packets means that we lose out on in-network
aggregation opportunities and that the number of packets
traversing the link to the PS increases. Thus, increasing false
positive packets leads to an increased likelihood of incast
which only snowballs as the number of workers in the job
increases.

For these reasons, in ATP, we avoid using a proactive mech-
anism and use a reactive mechanism for overflow correction
(§3.8).

B.3 Dynamic Scaling Factor
A static scaling factor can, in the worst case, lead to a very
high overflow correction frequency when the magnitude of
gradient values from all workers is large. In such a case,
reducing the value of the scaling factor will reduce the over-
flow correction frequency and will also not lead to a loss of
precision (as the gradient values are large). Thus, a possi-
ble optimization would be to make dynamic adjustments to
the scaling factor in reaction to the current range of gradient
values in recent iterations, especially for the case when the
number of workers n is large. In our evaluations with popu-
lar models and the scale at which these distributed models
are trained today, we do not see the need for such dynamic
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Figure 19: Throughput with different hardware acceleration.

scaling.
However, dynamic scaling adjustments may be beneficial

in the future as new large models emerge and training jobs
scale-out even further. Inspired by SwitchML [56], workers
compute the scaling factor for each gradient in the next win-
dow with s = 231�n

nb (Theorem 2 in [56]), where b is the gradi-
ent value. Workers pick the minimal scaling factor in a packet,
which guarantees there is not any overflow within a packet.
When a tensor aggregation starts, a gradient packet piggy-
backs this value of the subsequent packet, which is sent after
receiving the current packet’s corresponding parameter packet.
The switch computes the minimal scaling factor among work-
ers, which will be carried to the PS. PS can instruct workers
to use this scaling factor only when the overflow happens
frequently. Note that the first gradient packet aggregation for
each tensor can overflow with this approach. SwitchML sends
an empty packet only containing the scaling factor at the be-
ginning of the aggregation for each tensor, which causes one
RTT waste and the finishing time of a tensor can be doubled if
the tensor is small. ATP chooses the reactive approach, where
the cost is one RTT in the worst case that all the gradient
aggregations in the first window overflow. We leave this as
future work.

C Additional Implementation Details
This section supplements the description of ATP’s implemen-
tation in §4.

To increase the packet size processed by the switch, ATP
programs the switch to process each ATP packet twice, which
we refer to as two-pass. The first half of the gradients in
the packet are aggregated in the first pass and the second
half are aggregated in the second pass. Instead of using two

end-to-end (all the way from ingress on a port to egress to
a port) pipelines, which requires two ports to recirculate the
packets, ATP uses the resubmit and recirculate features to-
gether, which allows to re-process the same packet (except the
last packet that completes gradient aggregation) only in the
ingress pipeline of the switch. This avoids using an additional
port at the egress pipeline.

Recall that ATP drops the first n� 1 packets (where, n
is number of workers) after aggregation at the switch, and
writes the aggregated results from the aggregator to the n-th
worker’s gradient packet, where n is the number of workers.
ATP uses resubmit for the first n�1 gradient packets after the
first pass. As the name suggests, this takes the packet from
the end of the ingress pipeline after the first processing pass,
left shifts the packet using the ‘force_shift ingress’ feature
on the parser to drop the data part that has been aggregated
in the first pass, and immediately resubmits this packet to
the ingress pipeline for a second pass to process the second
half of the packet. However, we can not apply the resubmit
feature to the last gradient packet because ATP writes the
first half of the aggregated results to the last packet during
the first pass and a resubmit with left shift will lead to a
loss of this aggregated result. To deal with this, ATP avoids
using the resubmit feature for the last packet. Instead, we
use ‘recirculate’ to enable a second end-to-end pass for the
second half of the last packet. This approach requires only
one additional port to recirculate the last packet. If the next
generation of programmable switches is able to process larger
packet sizes or the NIC supports higher packet processing
rate, ATP will not require a two-pass implementation at the
switch.

D Additional Evaluation Details
This section provides additional evaluation results (§D.1,
§D.3) and supplements some existing results (§D.2).

D.1 Small Packets Optimizations
ATP applies multiple hardware acceleration techniques to
boost throughput with small-packets as mentioned in Sec-
tion 4. We demonstrate the effectiveness of each optimization
by measuring the throughput of the microbenchmark using
configurations that incrementally add more optimizations. We
launch two hosts attached to a single switch, one as a worker,
and the other as PS. The switch logic of ATP is forwarding
packets from the worker to the PS. The PS copies the received
data from the receiver memory region to the sender memory
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Figure 20: Multiple jobs.

region and then sends the data back to the worker.
Figure 19 shows the network throughput gains as we pro-

gressively add optimizations. TSO provides the biggest bene-
fit, and increases performance by 3X . Incorporating MP-QP
(§4) at the end hosts further increases performance 1.47X . Fi-
nally, adding aggregation based on two-pass implementation
at the switches increases the throughput by a final 1.3X . Over-
all, ATP’s TSO+MP-QP+Two-Pass optimizations provide a
6X throughput improvement over no hardware acceleration
(Default). We also notice that throughput does not double
between TSO+MP-QP and TSO+MP-QP+Two-Pass when
packet size doubles. This occurs because throughput is bottle-
necked by the memory copy at the PS and workers 4.

In summary, ATP is able to achieve high throughput with
small packets by utilizing recent advances in hardware accel-
eration.

D.2 Switch Resource Sharing
In this section, we study ATP’s dynamic aggregator allocation
approach and observe the impact of the number of workers
and the model size on the performance of contending jobs.
We launch two DT jobs on ATP under various settings.

First, we launch two VGG16 jobs each with 3 workers.
Figure 20 shows the training throughput normalized against
the job in isolation. We see equal throughput, across identical
jobs (same model and number of workers), indicating equal
sharing of switch resources. Also, the throughput reduction
for each of the two jobs is only 10%.

Second, we launch two VGG16 jobs with 5 and 2 workers
each. The job with more workers performs slightly worse
than that with fewer workers (145.6 image/s for 5 v.s. 159.3
image/s for 2 workers).

Third, we launch a VGG16 and a ResNet50 job and ob-
serve only 5% and 10% throughput reduction respectively;
reduction for the large model (5% in VGG16) is less than that
for the small model (10% in ResNet50).

In summary, ATP’s switch resource sharing is equitable for
similar workloads. In the case of different workloads it tends
to favor jobs using fewer workers and larger models.

4The memory copy overhead can be eliminated by proper memory align-
ment. We leave this improvement for future work.

D.3 Time To Accuracy
Figure 18 illustrates the TTA training curve for ResNet101,
VGG19 and AlexNet with the same setting from §5.3.
ResNet101 (Figure 18a) does not see a noticeable speed up
(1.01X in ATP) as it is a compute-intensive model similar to
our measurements in §5.3 (ResNet50 and ResNet152). The
results for VGG19 (Figure 18b) and AlexNet (Figure 18c)
reflect 1.2X and 2.39X speed up, which is consistent with the
training throughput presented in §5.2.1 for communication-
intensive models.
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